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ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. RESPONSE TO
BOMA INTERROGATORY #24

INTERROGATORY
Issue: A.1
(a)

Please confirm that Enbridge recently bid into Union's April 24, 2012 Open Season
for 400,000 GJ of Dawn to Parkway capacity. When does delivery under the
service commence? Please provide a copy of the precedent agreement between
Enbridge and Union, and a contract if one is available. To what extent is the
capacity on Union replacement capacity for other capacity Enbridge currently has
on other pipelines, eg. TransCanada mainline, or current Union M1 contracts that
are expiring, or is it for incremental gas requirements for Enbridge's franchise area,
and, if so, what part of that incremental gas is for the GTA Influence Area, or some
of each of the above? Please discuss fully.

(b)

Please provide a copy of the precedent agreement (letter of intent) between Union
and Enbridge.

(c)

Please clarify what is meant by "awarding the capacity is contingent on regulatory
approval". Is that a condition Union has placed in the agreement on Enbridge, or
does it refer to the required facilities approval? If only a part of the GTA project
were approved, such as the additional Enbridge connection at the new Parkway
West sufficient to allow the additional gas from Dawn and to enter the Enbridge
GTA system, or is completion of some other part of Segment A and/or Segment B
of the GTA project required? Please explain fully.

RESPONSE
a)

b)

Confirmed. Delivery under this service would commence on November 1, 2015.
Please see the response to BOMA Interrogatory #18 at Exhibit
I.A1.A3.EGD.BOMA.18 for a discussion of capacity displacement and utilization of
the proposed facilities should the GTA Project be approved. The precedent
agreement related to this contract can be found in the attachment to this response.
Please see response to a) above.

Witness: J. Denomy
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c)

The contract with Union Gas is conditional on approval of the GTA Project
facilities. Segment A and Segment B are both required to allow additional
supplies from Dawn to be moved into the GTA distribution system.

Witness: J. Denomy

